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توجه!
این فایل تنها قسمتی از ترجمه می‌باشد. برای تهیه مقاله ترجمه شده کامل با فرمت ورد (قابل ویرایش) همراه با نسخه انگلیسی مقاله، اینجا کلیک کنید.
5. Conclusion

Change management strategies are extremely well-known for the sustainability of an organization (Hassouna et al., 2015). Adopting ERP through change management will add a lot of success to a company. But to deem the surroundings and other people as the major tools are the basic that would like for the total system to work well. Also, there is the necessity to induce a preparation for any kind of hurdle that comes. Handling complicated beneath efficient leadership is that the core matter of pains for a sleek ride of ERP. A need into the planned and pre-implemented strategy followed by implementation and post-implementing consequences will bring in views for achieving organizational goals. In addition, based on the preceding review on the explored literature of change management of ERP implementations, change management becomes a crucial topic within the ERP implementation. Moreover, a collection of articles addresses the change management by explaining why it is necessary within the ERP implementation, the way to do it effectively, the best practices, the successful experiences, and therefore the appropriate change management strategies.
